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Abstract
Multi-Task Learning (MTL) is a growing subject of interest in deep learning, due to its ability to train models more efficiently on multiple tasks compared to using a group of conventional single-task models. However, MTL can be impractical as certain tasks can dominate training and hurt performance in others, thus making some tasks perform better in a single-task model compared to a multi-task one. Such problems are broadly classified as negative transfer, and many prior approaches in the literature have been made to mitigate these issues. One such current approach to alleviate negative transfer is to weight each of the losses to prevent tasks from overpowering other tasks due to loss scale differences. Whereas current loss balancing approaches rely on either optimization or complex numerical analysis, none directly scale the losses based on their observed magnitudes. We propose multiple techniques for loss balancing based on scaling by the exponential moving average and benchmark them against current best-performing methods on three established datasets. On these datasets, they achieve comparable, if not higher, performance compared to current best-performing methods.

Introduction
A plethora of loss balancing methods have emerged to prevent certain tasks in MTL from overpowering other tasks in training. In contrast to current methods that employ complex optimization or numerical analysis, we propose a much simpler method which directly scales each loss by its observed magnitude. To do so, we scale task losses by their exponential moving averages (EMAs). We merge other techniques for loss-weighting based on their training rates with ours. Our techniques are competitive and superior to several other best-performing techniques on the CelebA, AffWild2, and AffectNet datasets.

Methods
Current loss balancing methods generally either learn the loss coefficients for each task through parameter optimization or some measure of a training rate. GradNorm (Chen et al. 2018) employs both methods in determining the loss coefficients by optimizing them to keep the gradient magnitudes for all tasks more or less equivalent depending on their individual training rates. Dynamic Weight Average or DWA (Liu, Johns, and Davison 2019) calculates the descending speed of convergence of a task based on the ratio of that task’s loss at the current compared to the past training iteration and assigns tasks with a higher ratio (and thus slower convergence) greater loss weightage. However, DWA doesn’t account for the actual magnitudes of the individual task losses.

No method we have seen so far, to the best of our knowledge, considers simply scaling each of the task losses by their magnitudes. We accomplish this by dividing each of the task losses by their observed exponential moving average (EMA) so they are all on the same scale of one.

\[
\tilde{L}_k(t) = \beta L_k(t) + (1 - \beta)\tilde{L}_k(t-1)
\]

\[
\mathcal{L}_{MTL}(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \lambda_k(t)L_k(t), \lambda_k(t) = \frac{1}{\tilde{L}_k(t)}
\]

We show the formulation for our proposed method in Equation 1, where \( t \) is the training iteration and \( \beta \) is the weight term in calculating the task loss EMA \( L_k \) – the reciprocal of which is the loss coefficient \( \lambda_k \) for task \( k \). Chen et al. notes that the Uncertainty Weighting technique (Kendall, Gal, and Cipolla 2018), a successful loss balancing technique which learns \( \lambda_k \) to optimize the overall loss through gradient descent, often learns \( \lambda_k \approx 1/L_k \). This validates our idea to directly scale task losses by their moving average. However, they also note Uncertainty Weighting (UW) can lead to volatile spikes in the \( \lambda_k \), which leads to performance deterioration – in our case, \( \beta \) is a hyperparameter to help prevent such issues by tuning how fast to adapt the task loss EMA and thus the loss coefficients themselves.

We also merge our idea with DWA in our Rated Exponential Moving Average (REMA) method, where each of the losses are first scaled by their EMA and then shifted accordingly by their training rates \( r_k \) for task \( k \) to increase loss weightage on tasks with slower convergence. This is shown in Equation 2.

\[
\mathcal{L}_{MTL}(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} r_k(t)\frac{L_k(t)}{L_k(t)}, r_k(t) = \frac{L_k(t - 1)}{L_k(t - 2)}
\]
We compare this to directly scaling the DWA coefficients by $L_k$, instead of just $r_k$. We refer to this method as Dynamic Weighted Exponential Moving Average (DWEMA). Unlike DWA, both DWEMA and REMA actively prevent task domination by first scaling losses by their magnitudes before applying training rate adjustments.

## Experiments

We test our models on three datasets, CelebA (Liu et al. 2015), AffWild2 (Kollias 2022), and AffectNet (Mollahosseini, Hasani, and Mahoor 2017). All contain cropped and aligned facial images; we define the tasks for each of the datasets as all the attributes labeled for each image (except for the binary labels for each of the 12 action units annotated in AffWild2, which are considered one task). Our overall performance metrics are determined by prior metrics for these datasets or a standard average of $F1$ for the 40 CelebA tasks.

Our AffWild2 and AffectNet MTL models were trained using standard hard parameter sharing on a ResNet50 backbone. On the CelebA dataset, due to computational constraints, we use a ResNet18 backbone feeding to a dense layer of 40 neurons to predict on the 40 tasks. In order to frame our CelebA experiments as MTL, we backpropagate on each task individually, based on its individual loss coefficient.

We train all our models with the same initialization and $\beta$ to 0.2 for CelebA experiments and 0.1 for AffNet and AffWild2 experiments. Table 1 contains CelebA performances and the individual task and overall metrics for AffWild2 and AffectNet are in Table 2.

We observe the merit of scaling losses by their EMA through the higher performance of the EMA and variants REMA and DWEMA compared to past methods. These two training-rate based methods impact performance more in the CelebA dataset than others. We conjecture that when training rates $r_k$ are more varied, weighting certain tasks by their training rate would be more beneficial for performance through a comparison on the training rates for each dataset.

## Conclusion

We propose three EMA-based techniques for mitigating negative transfer in MTL models which achieve superior performance on the CelebA, AffectNet, and AffWild2 dataset compared to several best-performing methods. Overall, we reason that our method’s higher performance is due to the explicit scaling of the losses being more defined than in past approaches. We foresee our merge of MTL with expression-centered AI efforts to be more relevant in the future as MTL provides more efficient computing on edge devices.
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